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Butler Avenue Trail Survey Report
Summary of Findings
A large majority of respondents to the survey are supportive of the trail project (70 yes’ to 40 no’s). About
65% of residents are in favor of a separated off-street trail for both bikes and pedestrians (Figure 1).
Respondents overwhelmingly cited increased safety along the corridor as a top need. Respondents
asked specifically for increased safety at major intersections and crossings that lead to Thompson Park.
The question of parking along Butler is one of the most significant aspects of the proposed trail, with
residents having strong opinions both in favor of removing parking and in favor of keeping parking.

Data
There were 124 surveys submitted between 6/22 and 7/14. It was not necessary to respond to each
question in the survey, so some questions do not have 124 responses. Thirty-five percent of the
respondents live on Butler Ave. The vast majority of respondents own their homes.

Specifics
What is the corridor’s top need?
Seventy of the 122 responses to this question indicate safety as the top need of the corridor.
Many people complained about the high speed of drivers and the unsafe nature of specific
intersections including Oakdale Ave, Sperl Street, and Highway 52 exits. Several respondents
asked for a trail design that would naturally slow the speed of traffic. Seventeen respondents said
that walkability was the top need, followed by eleven that said the top need was bike-ability.
Residents cited transit, aesthetics and character, access to surrounding neighborhoods, and
gateways as top needs in smaller numbers.
Parking
When asked to rate importance, 38% of respondents listed parking on Butler Ave as important
(Figure 2). Many more respondents favored minimizing impacts to property owners (Figure 3).
Similarly, when asked to indicate preference, 61 respondents favored removing parking on one
side while only 41 favored keeping parking on both sides with greater property impacts. However,
when asked if they would remove on-street parking to minimize property impacts, ‘yes’ was only
greater than ‘no’ by seven votes. Only two respondents indicated that they thought parking was
Butler Ave’s top strength.
Biking
Biking does not appear to be as great of a priority for the respondents as safety. Only about 25%
of respondents said that an on-street bike trail was important to them (Figure 4) and, biking was a
far third place in the ‘top need’ responses. Some respondents expressed concern that Butler did
not have room for both a walking trail and biking trail.
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Appendix 1:
What change(s) would you make to improve the travel experience within the
proposed Butler Avenue Trail Corridor?
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

More separation between pedestrian walkways and motorists and wider sidewalks would be
really nice. Traffic along Butler can be quite busy, and it's not pleasant to be walking right next to
busy traffic on such a small sidewalk.
Lower the speed limit. Leave the trail off of Butler Ave especially between Robert and Oakdale,
it's already busy enough on this street! We already have sidewalks on both sides of the street.
Parking is already at a minimum for on-street parking. Guests to my home already have a hard
time finding a place to park. Traffic will only be worse once the apts at Signal Hills are finished
adding to that with a bike trail is too much stuff going on at this already overly congested street.
Robert and Butler is one of the worst intersections in WSP who's riding their bike anywhere near
that? Or starting at that point on a bike trail? Taking away street parking for that and potentially
people's property for that makes no sense to me.
I don’t necessarily see a need to connect Butler and Robert. I live a block off of Butler and do not
see much walking/biking traffic along the SSP side of Butler
Bike trail with benches here and there to rest now and then. Shade. Drinking fountains, car
parking spaces for trail access.
Keep Butler Ave the way it is! I 100% oppose this proposal. You already have bike/ped trail from
Thompson Park to the river. Terrible waste of $$
Stoplight or roundabout at Hwy 52/Butler intersection
Crossing Hwy 52 near the on/off ramps can be scary. I would love if those were 4-way stops.
That was done temporarily during some other construction, and it felt much safer than normal.
Better traffic control. NO BIKE LANES.
It is fine as is.
Change of space use. Very crowded to drive down this street with parked cars so close and
pedestrians all over.
Some place for bikers to get to WSP
Repair sidewalks. Those with alleys should use them. Butler + Robert - dangerous. Congested People turning left into the DQ lot - has lines.
Create a sidewalk along Butler on the Kaposia (south) side of Butler from 19th to Concord.
Butler is a VERY busy street with no businesses, only private homes. Also, only 1 lane in both
directions. This survey is only an appeasement. County and city have decided what it will do.
Less on-street parking.
Expand Thompson park farther west down Butler. Add a trail.
Sidewalk on Butler
Safety is the #1 reason why we don't walk along Butler to Thompson County Park. We have seen
too many vehicles blow the 4-way stop sign at Butler and Sperl intersection. If there was a safer
option, we would use it!
SAFTEY- Homes have driveways but still park on street. Can't walk or bike safely. Impossible in
winter.
Crossing the street is a safety issue specifically because I have three kids and two of them go to
Heritage so Robert St and Butler I have never let them crossing the street by themselves.
Safety
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just make the road safer. There is already a trail going from Thompson Park to Kaposia and
down to the river. Why duplicate that unless there is an unquenchable need to spend every tax
dollar.
I utilize Butler for driving only, sometimes safety is a concern for the others sharing the road
(walkers, bikers, etc.)
Safer pedestrian crossing at Butler/Oakdale. No left turn from eastbound Butler into Dairy Queen
at Robert Street.
Change the speed limit back to 30 to make it safer for everyone.
Drivers use emergency lanes to turn this may cause accidents ex: Butler and Waterloo St
There is a very nice bike trail from Kaposia park to concord. Why do we need another trail? Stop
spending our money! People don't want to go back to work so they can have their thing so stop
spending until people are working again.
Safety is my #1 priority, kids + families are at risk w/ all of the speeding vehicles. We need a
crosswalk at Butler and Barrie where so many people cross to get to/from the park.
None that would increase our taxes. We are 83 years old. Can't afford any more taxes - Butler is
narrow, there isn't room for much more than parking.
Butler Ave is a busy street- sidewalks is the best for walking. There is no room for a bike trail that
wouldn't impact traffic.
No change - don't build a trail.
Sidewalk that runs length of street (Concord to Butler)
More police to control speeding
Leave alone. Why ask you already have plans. I almost got hit when neighbors park on street.
Butler is dangerous. People speed up that hill. There is a park + trail already Thompson +
Kaposia. No need for more. Anybody parks on street gets hit. All neighbor’s vehicles have been
hit on Butler Hill/ Not safe for bikes or people.
Definitely seems like, at a minimum, they should put in a protected trail from Robert to Stassen.
Generally speaking, it's very challenging to create safe cycling infrastructure along on/off ramps
from freeways. Motorists simply are not looking out for non-motorized commuters in those spots,
so sometimes trails in these situations gives everybody a false sense of safety...it sucks. Given
that the trail at Thompson Park gets you across 52 just south of Butler without involving those
on/off ramps, I think the priority should definitely be the stretch from Robert to Thompson park.
From there, it would be great to add some bike connectivity eventually west of Robert to the
schools and other amenities along Butler there.
Protected bike lanes that connect to other bike trails schools and communities.
Wider sidewalks to get to Thompson Park on Butler Ave
This is a terrible idea. If you put it on the road it will cause safety problems. And Eminent Domain
is never good for anyone.
Safe route to travel- sidewalk or trail. I think the route should go from Stickney up to Robert
Street. It could connect to the trail off Stickney.
Sidewalks need repair or need to be wider. Many residents also do not keep their shrubs/trees
trimmed appropriately for walkers/bikers to pass them on the sidewalk.
I love to bike trails with my family. Off busy roads, or roads with sidewalks, not trails on the road.
People are too distracted or drive too fast. Safety is the most important.
Safe access to Thompson Park and safe crossing on Oakdale.
Make the windy steep hill more safe.
Anything to reduce speed - cars travel too fast on Butler, which is concerning for increased of the
traffic.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

No changes to Butler Ave
Improve safety for children and traffic. Hire more police and fire to "guard" and protect residents,
high rush hour traffic congestion, and pedestrians.
We need a sidewalk for pedestrians
Reduce speed limit
Bike trail with access to bike trails at Thompson Park and Kaposia Landing (safe for kids to ride
bikes). Safer crossing at Oakdale Ave (could we get a roundabout at this intersection?).
Safer crossing at Oakdale Avenue
Pat in turn lanes at Butler + Oakdale (right turn lanes)
Safer trail coordinator for both vehicles and pedestrians
Add a safe walkway over HWY 52 Butler bridge
There are trail at Thompson Park that go to the river. And there are very few bikes on Butler
would adding a trail there change that? There are also a lot of parked cars on both sides of
Butler.
Bike lane would be helpful and safe place for walker with minimal reduction of yards. DON'T want
to be billed for the project.
The Simon Ravine/Thompson Lake trails already provide walk/bike route along most of the
proposed "Butler trail" - no change need.
Current trail from Thompson Park goes to concord and river.
Must buy out either north side properties or south side properties. Houses on Butler need onstreet parking - some no garage or small garage and/or thin driveways, vehicles currently
damaged by traffic on Butler unconscionable currently. Please help the home owners Dairy
Queen In-Out driveways dangerous to all, hundreds of new housing units under construction
signal hills will over power Butler Ave.
Maybe traffic lights at Perl/Butler/Thompson Park. Many people do not fully stop - this makes it
difficult for people who live on Butler Ave - unsafe +hard to get in and out of driveways. And more
enforcement of speed limits.
None
Sidewalk along Butler for safety walking. The current trail in the ravine is more than for walking
and biking from Concord St to Kaposia park.
Create walking and driving intersection of Oakdale and butler safer. There are so many
accidents/near misses at that intersection. My children have almost been hit by vehicles failing to
stop multiple times.
Currently there is no sidewalk between Concord and Thompson lake park - walking is dangeroussidewalk and/or off road bike path would help with safety and use as a walk bike/path.
The city is already overloading our streets with massive and multiple apartment/condo building
the last things our streets can handle is less parking for bike paths too.
Restore bus service on Butler Ave between Concord and Robert. Add improvement for
pedestrian and bicycle travel - southside of Robert would be better than north side because
tangent to existing park areas.
From 19th to Concord - locate pathway on City land southside Butler - Can meet at Concord to
sidewalk/19th west locate on southside of Butler like down on Wentworth. Least costly +
disruptive - saves most threes and homeowner landscaping.
Sidewalks along entire Butler Ave Trail
Octagon stop sign on Butler + HWY 52 entry ramps
Additional street lighting
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•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The issues on Butler Ave stem from a) no avenue for biking at all, b) excess and unnecessary
parking on both sides, and c) a straight path making it very likely that vehicles will speed from one
stop sign to another.
Several improvements made to other corridors in the Twin Cities are great examples of what can
be done on Butler Avenue. The best example is on Lyndale Ave in South Minneapolis, where a
simple, occasional zig-zag with parking on one side and a bike lane on the other offers a subconscious way for people to slow down without the need for impediments on the road.
I don't believe it is necessary to keep parking on both sides of the street in exchange for a better,
safer, and more aesthetically pleasing corridor along Butler Avenue.
A lot of cars speed along Butler between Robert and Oakdale. Safety is my concern.
Whoever came up with this had no idea what it's like living on Butler. A lot of people use it to
park. Most of the houses only have a single stall garage/single lane driveway. Backing out onto
the street is almost impossible. Alot of people speed from Oakdale to Robert. Very frustrating.
Something needs to be done with theDQ entrance/exit. It constantly is blocked and traffic builds
up. Same thing for Little Cesars.
There needs to be a sidewalk and bike trail from the entrance to Thompson Park, West to
Concord, Butler and Oakdale Aves. I see lots of families, strollers, bikes alking toward Thompson
Park.
Sidewalk, bike trail
Butler seems just too narrow to do everyone's wants.
We absolutely need our parking - this is a must have. No biking trail will help with the long winter
months. Parking must be preserved.
Raise the speed limit to 50mph
Remove parking on one side - suggest walk/bike traffic to use Thompson, Kaposia, Simons
Ravine Path, already built one block south once you get into South Saint Paul
You just need a good walking/biking trail from Robert to Thompson Park. at the park
walkers/bikers can use the existing trails to cross 52 through Kaposia Park and Simons Ravine to
Concord.
Easier way for pedestrian to cross intersection (stop light or round abouts). Reduced speed limit
(might help with the amount of super speeding cars).
Sidewalks
Kids love to bike to Dairy Queen from the neighborhood - would love it to be safe.
Lower speed limit to 30mph. More visible signage. More policing/markings at Butler- Stassen 4
ways stop. North Side seems /might have more property than south side.
Add stop lights to 52 exit ramps
A physical wall between motorists and bicyclists and walkers
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Butler Avenue Open House Data Collection Summary
Total Sign ins: 29 (I am confident the attendance was higher; we had many groups
who signed in with only one person per household)
Total comment cards received: 21
•

•

•

Trail preference
o North: 1
o South: 6
o Neither: 5
Parking
o North: 6
o South: 1
o Neither: 0
Keep parking on both sides: 8

Summary of Comments:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Residents asked for things like stop signs at high traffic intersections (highway
52)
People concerned about loss of trees due to trail construction
Residents citing safety concerns for pedestrians being overtaken by bikes and
concerned about the side streets if this becomes a major bike path
o Residents say a south side trail will make bike traffic more manageable
because there will be less direct bike access from side streets.
Worry about the impact of new apartments on traffic if driving space is reduced
on Butler
Residents asking for things to slow traffic – mention speed bumps – recent and
unpopular raise in speed limit
Concerns about people not being able to back out of driveways with a new trail
Some residents emphasize retaining walls
Overall south side preference

Feedback frames
How many tokens were dropped into each slot? (X= 0 Stars)
Option 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

X: 9
1 Star: 1
2 Stars: 1
3 Stars: 2
4 Stars: 0
5 Stars: 0

Comments:
•

Trail would make side streets not as safe

Option 2
•
•
•
•
•
•

X: 8
1 Star: 1
2 Stars: 2
3 Stars: 1
4 Stars: 1
5 Stars: 1

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Less safety for pedestrians due to shared trail with bikes
Busy public area – unnecessary for split pedestrians/bikes (any improvement
will be good!)
S side trail would affect fewer homes and retaining walls
N side of Butler has already been beautified (art park) – better impact on S
side
Parking on both sides doesn’t seem necessary – lots of cars on street but lots
of driveways too. Let’s give some priority to peds/bikes.

Option 3
•
•
•
•
•
•

X: 8
1 Star: 2
2 Stars: 0
3 Stars: 1
4 Stars: 1
5 Stars: 1

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Least impact on homeowners because of park land
Negative – more cross street crossings for bikes
Negative – no parking on side with daycare
Trail past the art park would be nice, but other side seems better
As I think about it more, maybe losing 1 sliver of the art park would be more
impactful and this side won’t be ideal.

Option 4
•
•
•

X: 9
1 Star: 0
2 Stars: 0

•
•
•

3 Stars: 1
4 Stars: 0
5 Stars: 8

Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

South side trail allows for safety for daycare located on north side, also the
ability to maintain some green space is important compared to other options
South side trail allows easier access to park for bikers without having to cross
the road
Trail on south side would mean fewer crossings over side streets, ensuring
their safety
Trail on southside and improved crossing at Sperl would allow safter access
to the park and trails
Significant loss of parking on busier side of street
Re: daycare – would want bikes and pedestrians closer (N side) rather than
cars for safety
Trail all the way to Thompson with no crossings would be nice. Anything to
add traffic calming and pedestrian safety would be good. Losing parking is
good opportunity to add to the improvement. Add some green space between
trails and road.
In general – yay for filling he gap from Thompson park to 52.

